This flow chart concerns the use/reproduction of copyrighted work to create teaching material for the UU for non-commercial use:

- Digital readers
- Printed readers
- One-off use within an electronic learning environment (EL/Blackboard)
- Presentations, e.g. PowerPoint

* The UU must reduce reproduction of copyrighted work. If reproduction is not necessary, simply use a link to the publication.

FLOWCHART FOR THE REPRODUCTION OF TEACHING MATERIAL

1. **Does the image/text originate from a physical/digital book, newspaper or journal?**
   - Yes: **Is the work Open Access** or does it have an open licence, such as Creative Commons? Check the publisher's website.
     - Yes: **Does the UU have an agreement with the publisher?**
       - Yes: **Does the reproduction satisfy any of the following conditions?**
         - Book: max. 10,000 words from & no more than 1/3 of it or
         - Journal: max. 8,000 words or
         - Illustrations: max. 25 from the same publication or
         - Literature: max. 100 lines of poetry or max. 2,500 words of prose & less than 1/10 of the publication or
         - Song: max. 1 couplet & verse from a song text or
         - Musical notation: max. 5 staves from one sheet.
       - No: **You should preferably add a permanent hyperlink to the publication.**
         - Only in special cases you can ask Stichting UvO or the publisher for permission via your faculty. They will charge a rate per page per course participant.

2. **NO**
   - **Does the UU have an agreement with the publisher?**
     - Yes: **Does the reproduction satisfy any of the following conditions?**
       - Max. 50 pages and not more than 1/4 of the publication
       - Book: max. 10,000 words from & no more than 1/3 of it or
       - Journal: max. 8,000 words or
       - Illustrations: max. 25 from the same publication or
       - Literature: max. 100 lines of poetry or max. 2,500 words of prose & less than 1/10 of the publication or
       - Song: max. 1 couplet & verse from a song text or
       - Musical notation: max. 5 staves from one sheet.
     - No: **You should preferably add a permanent hyperlink to the publication.**
       - Only in special cases you can ask Stichting UvO or the publisher for permission via your faculty. They will charge a rate per page per course participant.

Would you like to know more? If so, visit the website of the copyright information office, ask your own faculty or check the FAQ's about reproduction of teaching material.
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